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Sustainable Apparel and Textiles Conference 
27th-29th April 2021 | VIRTUAL 
How brands can transform factories, engage consumers, drive circularity and  

reduce climate impacts across fashion and textile supply chains 

 

The Sustainable Apparel and Textiles conference will bring together 200+ key stakeholders through 

an interactive, online platform designed to deliver engaging, practical content and dynamic 

networking. We’ll provide a complete overview of the challenges and opportunities facing apparel 

brands, whilst focusing on social impact, environmental performance, factories and manufacturing 

and the future retail environment.  

 

Day one: Tuesday 27th April  
All timings are in GMT and are subject to change 

 

13.00-13.50 Fashion, policy and COP26: How should you prepare your board for COP26 

expectations and outcomes? 

14.00-14.50 Climate innovation: How to drive effective action towards climate-positive fashion 

and apparel 

15.00-15.50 Regenerative vs sustainable: How are standards for sustainable apparel and fashion 

evolving? 

 

Day 2: Wednesday 28th April 
All timings are in GMT and are subject to change 

 

9.00-9.20 Setting ambitious targets: What does a credible approach look like in 2021? 

9.30-10.20 Circular economy in fashion: What is required for scale? 

10.30-10.50 Taking responsibility: Will transparency lead to sustainability or to transparent 

unsustainability?  

11.00-14.50 Breakout Sessions 

 

Social impact Environmental performance Factories & manufacturing 

Living wage: Can collaboration 
be the catalyst to scale for 
living wage initiatives  

Regenerative agriculture, 
biodiversity and healthy soils: 
How do you engage farmers 
and drive sustainable 
practices? 

The factory perspective into 
the industry’s key challenges 
and the role of brands to 
support and enable 
sustainable manufacturing 

Evolving legislation and 
mandatory due diligence: How 
to keep ahead of the 
regulatory curve 

Best practice and leading 
initiatives to reduce and 
remove fashion’s forests 
footprint 

Chemical recycling as a 
solution for disposal: Where is 
the technology and when will 
it be widely used? 

What’s standing in the way of 
apparel brands effectively 
tackling and eradicating 
modern slavery and forced 
labour from within supply 
chains?   

Addressing gaps in 
sustainability: Why fashion 
brands need more data 

Are science based targets for 
water the key?  
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15.00-15.30 Does sustainability have to come at the expense of style? A debate on the trade-offs 

in the industry 

15.30-14.30 Closing plenary: The future of fashion retail: Second hand, resale, repairs and what 

they mean for the future retail environment 

 

Day 3: Thursday 29th April 
All timings are in GMT and are subject to change 

 

9.00-9.50 How investors value sustainability: Are investor expectations aligned with brand 

strategy?  

10.00-11.50 Breakout Sessions 

 

13.00-13.50 Getting designers on board: Will disruptive technologies and new materials be the 

trigger? 

14.00-15.00 Consumer trust and the rise of brand activism: What is now expected of leading 

brands?    

 

 

For more information or to get involved, please contact Tanya Richard at 

tanya.richard@innovationforum.co.uk 

 

REGISTER ONLINE HERE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Social impact Environmental performance Retail environment 

Empowering women 
throughout the supply chain: 
Case studies and insights 
from leading brands  

Organic cotton: What are 
the real numbers, impact 
and possibilities of 
affordable scale? 

Are consumers ready to 
speak with their wallets? 
Insights into the ROI of 
marketing sustainability 

How must audits, 
monitoring and verification 
evolve in the post-Covid era?  

Ocean conservation: Leading 
practices to protect and 
restore oceans from plastic 
pollution 

Wasted returns: How 
business can tackle the 
environmental cost of e-
commerce 
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